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'60s drag-uh, dresses 
1 Always lhe Same Lies is full of won-
1derf ul images that will linger long in the 
auclience • s memory. Octavio llurbe appears 
to be an obsessive stage manager, rising 

1to great heights of mania as he tries to in
•struct disinterested company members in 
the correct use of a boom box. Peter I 
Kern's rubber-legged Mexican Hat Dance 
is a highlight, as is his asking the other 

_members of the company to relate their 
·wishes.The music, recordings of Wegener
itimself, Charo Calvo's trio of unaccom
panied heavy breathers, and Peter Ver-

. meersch 's "speedmetaljazz" group X-Leg
'ged Sally, is approp'riate and effective. 1
Perhaps most memorable is the floor cov
ering, a crazy quilt made of dresses that 

,:,appear to be from the early '60s. During 
t:an unusually elegiac moment, the ·cover
ing is pulled upstage while three men 

; hang from chairs suspended from the flies 
:.and Wegener's voice is heard repeating a 
line from Wagner's Die Walkiire over and 

i over. Later, Iturbe hoists the covering up 

I 
to form a backdrop stunningly backlit. 

t 
The only element of the .evening that

could be found wanting was the level of
: dance invention. The tradition in America, 

like it or not, is pure dance, and pure dance 
1 

requires an inventiveness of movement 
� that is not an essential part of t.l)e Euro
. pean dance theatre agenda. So the per
·.formers, both dancers and non-dancers,
· hurl themselves about, -tumbling and
. grappling energetically, diving into the 
�- floor enthusiastically, and CU(iously, from 

time to time, executing a few barrel turns, 
r the kind that drive ballet lovers to ecstasy 
• when done by a Nureyev or Baryshnikov.
The floor patterns develop interestingly,
the groupings intriguingly (Vandekeybus 

. will play two against one, then add a 
fourth for the discordant trio to play 

• against, etc.), but after a while, the move- I
ment well runs dry, and the effect is

; purposelessly repetitive of both step and 
�mood, 

Still, within Vandekeybus' chosen : 
aesthetic this is, like it or not, a minor 
quibble. The overpowering impression is 

' that Vandekeybus is, at 28, already a mas- \ 
ter of his craft. In a program interview, he 
says he has enough material from Wegener 
to do five more years worth of his work. If 
that is the case, the dance theatre world 
may be on the brink of five of its most 
important and exciting years. T 


